




Over 1200 people attended
900+ in person and 350+ online

3 plenary panels
and 11 workshops

9 active sessions 
e.g walkshops

Over 30 partner stalls / spaces 

150 people participated in
opening dance

Over 170 
contributors to

panels and workshops



Who attended 





Conference Purpose - what you said you wanted



Positive Energy and Atmosphere: Tone set by opening session, particularly the dancing. 

Variety and Diversity: Of workshops, talks, topics, activities, speakers and attendees.

Networking Opportunities: Connect, connect, connect... contacts, values and ideas.

Community Engagement: Sense of belonging and community.
 
Engaging Sessions: Informative, thought-provoking, active participation.
 
Inclusivity: Welcoming space. Inclusion baked in, e.g. speakers’ language and descriptions.
 
Well organised: Event management and collaboration.

Your feedback on your experience 



"Great opportunities to
connect with people."

What you said   

"Really informative day, and felt
the two talks I attended were of

great value."

"Inspiring, imaginative,
inclusive."

"I loved... the diversity of
talks/workshops/walks on

offer."

"So much diversity of sectors,
people and experiences."

"From the moment I walked in
there was a buzz in the air."



Making Connections: Relationships built, new contacts and partners for future collaboration

Renewed Energy: Increased enthusiasm, hope and optimism for the work  

Shared Learning: New info, knowledge, insights, perspectives, ideas, skills and best practice

Increased Commitment: To champion and support movement, physical activity and wellbeing 

Purpose: Reinforced importance and impact of the work and sense of purpose for future

Community Engagement: Importance of building strong, empowering community relationships 

Amplification: Desire to continue to support and promote the work in communities

Personal and Professional Development: Personal growth, confidence and inspiration

 Your feedback on your key takeaways 









 What you said is needed going forwards

Networking and Collaboration: Continue connecting and creating space for sharing.

Capacity Building and Learning Exchange: Support shared learning and best practice. 

Advocacy and Promotion: Promote initiatives, demonstrate value and extend reach. 

Access to Resources and Funding: Signposting to funding and other support available.

Stakeholder Engagement and Influence: Support engagement with decision-makers. 

Diversity, Inclusion, and Equity: Leadership, support and guidance on inclusion.

Continued Engagement and Communication: Ongoing dialogue and info sharing e.g. blogs,
podcasts, and events to stay connected and informed about developments.



How do we grow the movement? 
Attending Events and Networking Opportunities: Intentions to continue attending in-person
events, conferences, and networking sessions to stay connected with partners and peers.

Engagement with GM Moving Resources and Staff: Plan to utilise resources provided by GM
Moving, such as newsletters, websites, and staff contacts, to stay informed and connected.

Active Participation and Involvement: Intentions to actively engage in activities related to GM
Moving, whether through attending meetings, contributing to discussions, or participating in 
campaigns.

Following Up with Contacts: Following up with contacts made during events or conferences,
indicating a desire to nurture connections and explore potential collaborations further.

Sharing Knowledge and Experience: There's an emphasis on sharing knowledge and
experiences with others, either through direct communication, social media, or by utilising
resources provided by GM Moving.





11. Creating a culture of belonging
12. Playing our full role for environmental sustainability
13. Leading for Inclusion of disabled people
14. Inclusive design of places: For healthy, active lives
15. Embedding physical activity in health and care systems

Outdoor Walks/Walkshops

16. Streets for All
17. Short Wellbeing Walk
18. Right to Roam, Left to Wander!
19. Getting to Know Teresa the Trishaw
20. Wheels for All, ride an adapted cycle

The Workshops 

1. Tackling street harassment of women and girls
2. Positive experiences for children & young people
3. Transforming leisure, pivot to active wellbeing
4. Active workplaces, #ActiveSoles
5. Moving for mental health

Outdoor walks, rides, and activities:

6. Explore the Beenetwork on bike
7. Beat the Street walkshop
8. Mini Street Wisdom, mindful walk
4. Walking GM Trails, short walk
10. Wheels for All, ride an adapted cycle





Workshops key Learnings  

Expanded Definition (learn new insights, learnings from workshops)

Diversification of thought (Mindset shifts)

Empowering  (empower individuals, empowering communities)

Awareness (highlight the importance, highlighted as a key takeaway)

Optimism (renewed energy to support/influence)

Action(make connections, making new contacts)
 

 The workshops emphasised the relevance of physical activity through various points of view addressing a diverse
range of conditions of the the Greater Manchester system.

They facilitated a shift in perspective, embracing a more inclusive understanding of everyday movement,
highlighting and exploring the importance of movement on  lifelong well being.  The workshops encouraged a

holistic view of physical activity and its benefits for diverse conditions.



Awareness: The workshops raised awareness about the importance of physical activity
beyond the realm of traditional sports. Participants gained a deeper understanding of how
movement impacts overall well-being and learned to recognise its significance in various
conditions within the Greater Manchester system. For instance, discussions on physical
literacy highlighted how fundamental movement skills can empower individuals to engage in
lifelong activity. Additionally, exploring examples of active workplaces showcased how
integrating movement into daily routines can enhance productivity and employee well-
being. The workshops also emphasised the importance of creating inclusive environments
where everyone feels welcome and able to participate in physical activity, regardless of
their background or abilities.

Workshops Learnings  

"Lots of good work going on across GM,
more work to do."



Workshops Learnings  

Empowerment: Through the workshops, individuals were empowered to take action both at
the individual and community levels. They learned strategies to empower themselves and
others to incorporate physical activity into daily life, regardless of age, ability, or
background. For example, discussions on embedding physical activity in healthcare
systems highlighted the role of healthcare professionals in promoting and supporting
active lifestyles among patients. Participants also explored the concept of well-being walks
as a simple yet effective way to incorporate movement into daily routines and improve
mental and physical health. By understanding the holistic benefits of movement and
recognising their own agency, participants felt empowered to advocate for change and
support initiatives that promote active living within their communities.

"I want to do more, to support, showcase,
and promote the fantastic work being

done across GM."



Workshops Learnings  

Optimism: The workshops infused attendees with a sense of optimism for the future of
physical activity in Greater Manchester. By exploring innovative approaches such as
physical literacy programs, active workplaces, and well-being walks, participants
gained confidence in the potential for positive change. They felt re-energised and
motivated to contribute positively to their communities by championing inclusion and
promoting active living. The discussions and insights shared during the workshops
inspired optimism about the potential for meaningful change in Greater Manchester,
fostering a collective commitment to creating environments that support and
encourage movement for all residents.

"My energy is renewed. I feel more
confident that the GM Active movement

works, engages communities, spreads
positivity, and love."





GM Moving Conference 2024

Connect, connect, connect
hubbub fills the space,

bright, beaming smiles as people come together,
active soles at the ready

heart held on, clutched tightly as stories shared,
become stories felt

heart held on;
as mentee becomes mentor,

as community comes together,
isolated no longer

all in moving,
moving through the streets of manchester,

murals embellish the walls,
benches become rest points,
school streets become safer

think,
to first memories of movement,

think,
to movement evoking memories,

think.
realities that

barriers build up,
problems perpetuated

but,
breaking down barriers,

for progress made, actions taken, changes made
breaking down barriers, giving a chance

to those blocked by inequality and indifference
for a moment to

think,
feel,

breathe,
move.

to move,
in their own way, the way that feels right

evidence supports theory but lived experience not numerical,
instead, effects immeasurable

connect, connect, connect
hubbub fills the space,

bright, beaming smiles as people come together,
active soles at the ready

heart held on, clutched tightly as stories shared,
become stories felt

heart held on

Maya Chowdhury, Young Identity








